Message from the CEO
Welcome everyone to the
27th Quarterly Issue of the
iPi Group’s Insider Magazine.
In this issue we speak to some of the goings on in and
around the iPi Group during the 3rd Quarter of 2016!
After nearly two decades of working for me Daryl Diehl,
our Lae Workshop Manager, has finally seen the light!
Daryl retires from the iPi Group of Companies after an
extremely long, I trust fulfilling, and certainly happy time
with our Group. Daryl saw the beginnings from a rented premises in Chinatown, to
the purchase of our own property at 10 Mile and the development of a significant
depot, to the development of the depots at Mt Hagen and Goroka, to the significant
expansion of the fleet and through it all his dedication to the cause has been above
and beyond ergo an American import boat he bought, from memory about 5 years
ago, has sat in a corner of the re-build shed slowly gathering dust, never tasting
the smooth waters of the Huon Gulf even once, such is Daryl’s dedication. Daryl
remains around Lae trying his hand in another operation and does so with our
blessing and thanks for the many years of service.
We extend our sponsorship this Quarter, signing a sponsorship with the Basketball
Federation of PNG, which we trust will become a long and rewarding experience
for both us and the Federation. New boss this year of the Federation, Joel Khalu
has an impeccable heritage in the game and is an inspiring force for hoops in this
country, and we are glad to be on board and support his endeavours.
As always, this issue kicks off with a round up from Peter Long, Group Business
Development Manager and then our joint Project Managers at the Unitech,
Luke Goa and Paul Lloyd expand upon the re-opening of the Student Year at the
Unitech, and the contributions of the iPi Group in helping that to happen.
Continued overpage…
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Message from the CEO
While we wrote about the fire and
closure at Unitech last issue, it has
been the efforts behind the rebuilding
restocking and reopening that truly
represent the coming together of a
team for a single purpose up against
difficult deadlines and in trying
conditions, that, the success of which,
is so typical of the efforts I see around
the iPi Group. Great work and humble
thanks to all involved.
During the Quarter we refreshed our
website and we had it translated
into both Chinese and French for our
clients and friends who have a native
background in those languages and
we share a couple of screen shots
from that process with you.
Next in this issue we share a few
staff photos from Lae taken on
Independence Day, and then Dean
Shenholds, our Driver Trainer and
Compliance Manager based in
Lae writes of our latest contract, a
partnership with HBS in Lae based
around transport.
We strive wherever we can to
support the communities in which
we operate. At the lowest levels
this could be a small donation here
and there as finances afford, then
moving up it could be a sponsorship
of sporting, sometimes education,
or perhaps health needs and then
up again it could involve more
commercial underpinnings, and
recently with both the welcome
support of the PJV contracts team
and the initiative of our management
team we have signed a term and
volume vegetable supply contract
with the Porgera Women in Business
Group. A terms and volume supply
agreement is perhaps not so unusual
in the business we operate, however
bringing the concept and the
associated support to Porgera was
a process requiring support, some
guidance, and a reasonable level of
dedication from all concerned. The

continued…

successful outcome marks a move
from many years of ad hoc supply
and on again off again involvement
to a formal, measurable and growing
commercial relationship which will
see all parties form stronger ties.
Considerable plaudit is due to all
concerned, from the PJV team to the
Porgera Women’s and to ours.
Next in this issue we pass a quick
word of well wish to Joe Nikents,
a long long term employee at the
PJV with whom we enjoyed cordial
relationships over a lengthy period. As
Joe moves to the next phase of his
career we at iPi wish him the very best.
Fabian Mamare our Project Manager
at Tolokuma Gold Mine shares the
stories and some photos from his
Independence Day service at the mine,
and then Greg Langley, our Freight
Services GM writes a few words about
our Partnership with Origin Energy,
and then we publish a few words of
thanks and a couple of photos from the
Lea Lea Rugby League President for
whom we provided some sponsorship
this season.
Next in this issue Callum McKinnon,
our Project Manager at the Napa Napa
Refinery shares photos and a few
words from the Independence Day
service at which both our team and
the Puma team went out of their way
to host a very memorable function,
thoroughly enjoyed by all, inclusive
quite a few tears during an all inclusive
singing of the National Anthem, and on
the same note an equally impressive
Independence Day service was
provided at Porgera and the team up
there share a few words and photos.
We are lucky to employ a hardworking,
these days Hardware Manager,
previously senior Accountant, in
Porgera in the guise of Yawane
Pawa. Yawane started off working
in the accounts section and tended
to the books of a reasonably small
Hardware outlet we run; then over

We extend our
sponsorship this
Quarter, signing a
sponsorship with
the Basketball
Federation of PNG

the years slowly manoeuvred
himself into promotions aligned with
the growth of the Hardware and
associated retail outlets until asking
to be moved into direct Management,
which I was pleased to be able to
approve. Now Yawane has been a
bit recalcitrant in handing over the
returns of the business to Head
Office scrutiny and has announced
why; he has built himself up a little
war chest and is embarking upon a
capital reinvestment program. Once
we sorted through the approval
paperwork we turned to Yawane and
gave thanks for his work ongoing
efforts and capacity to surprise. We
share Yawane’s story in this issue.
Next in the issue, Dennis Sparks,
Operations Manager in the Catering
area gives thanks to the teams across
the many sites for their standing to
the highest levels of effort for the
Independence Day services and
celebration functions.
Following on in the issue David
McKenzie my Highlands Transport
Manager writes of the process of fuel
deliveries into the Ramu mine and a
few words about our British American
Tobacco contracts and then we close
off the issue with a gorgeous Thai Garlic
Lobster recipe for the home chefs!!
Enjoy the read everyone and have a
wonderful day.
….. Scott

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group
Scott.OReilly@iPiGroup.com.pg
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From the iPi Group
Business Development Desk
To each and all in our Group,

Peter Long, Business
Development Manager

As always, it is my pleasure to jot down a word or two on behalf of the
iPi Group Business Development Team; this as our contribution to the
‘insider’ newsletter and importantly offering our readers an outline of
what we have been up to in recent months. I trust you enjoy the read.

Certainly our focus remains centred

teams especially in Transport and

of a Client which results in mutual

on the iPi Group’s business entities

Catering as unquestionably, they

successful outcomes. I reflect upon

continuing to deliver quality and

steer their operational and site people

the many many times we do likewise

timely high end goods and services to

in directions which result in positive

in the Transport arena. How often do

our much and many valued Clients.

outcomes for both our Clients and

we have along the Highlands Highway

Having this driver behind us feeds

the iPi Group alike. To reinforce

for example, bridges down or

our enthusiasm to do more – to

that exact point I highlight the very

landslides or road closures (through

do more by way of on-going Client

recent example of our people coming

a plethora of reasons) and in times

satisfaction given current obligations

together to help and assist a Client

when the said closures are suggested

and commitments and to do more for

in desperate need...the Lae Uni-Tech

to be lengthy, our teams stand

new Clients. On the latter our aim is to

and the arson attack which destroyed

together, regroup, plan and then offer

lift service standards to higher levels

the Messing Facility midway through

expertise and equipment enabling

and to offer new Clients alternatives

the year...our people across many

sensitive but urgently required fuel

to that of what they have previously

Project sites and across a number

pump-overs ensuring on-going fuel

experienced. To successfully execute

of business entities banded together

supply to customers caught out.

that aim we need to have trusted and

as one and essentially rebuilt a

dedicated teams of iPi Group people

temporary Messing/Dining Facility

across a raft of business disciplines

from scratch; all this to ensure that

and fortunately, the iPi Group is

the Lae Uni-Tech year recommenced

blessed with the same. It is often said

post a short break and that work, way

that our people are our best and most

outside our traditional responsibilities,

important asset and this is indeed

allowed the Uni-Tech to have students

true with iPi.

return to their studies in a timely
fashion – for them to successfully

The iPi Group and its business entities
are renowned for endeavouring
to do more than just delivering on
a Contractual responsibility. An
important component of the Business
Development work is to ‘listen’ to our
Clients; to fully comprehend their
specific wants and needs and at all

finish off the 2016 Uni-Tech year.

times, do whatever is commercially

results emanating from our current

Proud we are to stand beside a

that desired outcome.

business base. At this point I take the

Client in need and proud we are of

time to openly thank our Leadership

our participation – our partnering

Accordingly, much of our new project
work is generated from the positive
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In recent months we have met with

It is an amazing effort and one which

of thoughts. What is always

a number of potential new Clients

is most rewarding and whilst all this is

refreshing is the positive feedback

all of whom have commented on

a magnificent Corporate outcome for

and reviews received. My notes in this

the manner and approach we take

all employees, so too is the articulation

edition of the ‘insider’ is more to offer

and more so, the additional ideas

of the same achievements to our

the iPi family an outline or overview

and suggestions we have tabled for

existing and new Clients; they are

of the many facets of our business

their consideration. Sure, there are

milestones each Corporate business

and how we continue to provide

moments when we simply cannot

would love to attain.

leadership in thought and innovation

comply with all that is asked of
us however in the main, raising

When we meet with existing and or

in opportunity.

potentially new Clients please be

I highly value the chats I enjoy with

assured that all of what we have

all managers, supervisors and

spoken of here is raised in some form

employees at all levels whilst I travel

or another. I would ask of you all that

in and around Papua New Guinea.

indeed stood the time.

you take special note of the overall

Please understand that your feedback

achievement that we collectively have

is important to us and your ideas are

I have remarked before and I think

notched up. Be proud of what you and

as always, warmly welcomed.

it is relevant to again utter the

the iPi Group have achieved together –

same, often our business success,

our internal partnering commitment.

Thank you for your commitment to

Remember, not all business is struck/

valued and much protected Clients.

signed off on simply price – there

There is nothing more worthy. Be

are many criteria which companies

proud of what you do each and every

these days to measure and evaluate

day and likewise, extend yourself to

overall ‘value’ and whilst price and

achieve more at every moment. You

pricing is a factor, often this is far

will find by doing so that personal

outweighed by sound safety records/

professional satisfaction will be

practices, safe work places, being an

returned tenfold.

standards is what we strive to achieve
and sometimes, that does come at a
cost. Regardless, our professionalism
across all sectors of our business has

performance and achievements are
etched in the manner in which we
carry out our daily charters and all
this is accomplished by the teams
of people we have situated across
Papua New Guinea – our dedicated
boots-on-the-ground, our people in
the commercial kitchens, staff behind
the bain-maries, highly competent
tradespeople in the workshops, our
depot/town/highway drivers, our
cleaners, our smiling service staff
and receptionists, our admin teams,
our warehousing gurus, our finance/
accounting groups, our HR support
staff, our supply professionals and
our supervisors and managers alike
– great dedication and absolute
involvement by all and accordingly,
we thank you for the continued and
lengthy loyalty.
A further pleasing platform to work
from is our Safety record and our
overall Training achievements. I
applaud the work done across both
disciplines and the outcomes we see.

employer of choice, committed to the
ongoing training and development
of employees, having Quality
Assurance Certification (and HACCP
Accreditation where applicable),
understanding that there is a need
for change, that alternate processes
and work practices can be deployed/
offered, that refreshed thinking is
always required and importantly,
the iPi Group of Companies remains
innovative and stands firm on its
willingness to partner and participate.
Yes, our Business Development
work involves much discussion,
many presentations and formal
opportunities to table a great range

both the iPi Group and our highly

As an aside, can I please thank
the entire iPi Catering team for a
magnificent Independence Day
foodservice on each and every
Project Site – the feedback has been
absolutely brilliant – you have done
yourselves and iPi Catering proud.
Right then...please work safe, play
safe and stay safe...always.
Cheers and all the very best...talk soon.

Peter Long
Business Development Manager
The iPi Group of Companies
Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg
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Dr Schram along with his Administration Team
at the Uni-Tech, Luke Goa and Dennis Sparks

Hi everyone,
You will recall that the PNG University
of Technology (the Lae Uni-Tech)
suffered a terrible arson attack back in
late June of this year and sadly one of
the buildings destroyed was the
Uni-Tech’s messing facility.

iPi Catering

The Papua New
Guinea University
of Technology
As many of you are aware, there was a call to arms and
people across both the iPi Catering and iPi Transport entities
volunteered their time and expertise to assist the Uni-Tech in
their time of need. Given that there was no messing facility,
the Uni-Tech closed down. iPi was not prepared to allow the
Uni-Tech to languish so we set about rebuilding a temporary
messing facility.
Indeed, construction is not one of our core daily businesses
however that would not let iPi stand in the way of progress.
Under the leadership of Mr Chris Moroney, GM of iPi Catering
Chris gave the go-ahead to Dennis Sparks, Operations
Manager, iPi Catering to head a team of volunteers dedicated
to the sole task of re-opening a messing facility as quickly as
was possible. Dennis and his team launched into what is best
described as a dream result.
Long hours, hard work, much support from local business
houses and long term suppliers saw the redevelopment leap out
of the ground in no time. Dr Schram, the Vice Chancellor of the
Uni-Tech and his team of Academics we think, we astounded by
the advances made literally from the moment go.
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Plans were immediately drawn up,

The iPi Group is extremely proud of

delivering the daily meal service to

footings set down, a Containerised

the achievements accomplished and

the resident students but equally

Kitchen facility positioned followed by

our thanks are very much extended

and somewhere there in the mix, the

‘central’ flooring and roof construction

to Dennis and his many dedicated

Uni-Tech has a band of now tested

set in place. Catering equipment

volunteers who day in and day out,

builders in their ranks!!!

was sourced, commissioned and all

often without breaks stayed the

electrical, gas and water connections

course and broke all records.

Great job to everyone involved.

Students are now back enjoying what

expertise. It was a truly magnificent

remains of the 2016 second semester

effort and one we’ll never forget.

run and tested; this along with
the associated sewerage/waste
water drainage and connections. It
was quite a massive operation and
managing all this whilst working in and
around heavy rains was indeed a task
but no-one in our team was put off my
any suggestion of complication.
We would like to thank Dr Schram
and his staff all of whom supported
our endeavours from the moment
we committed to rebuild. There
were some who suggested privately
that it could not be done however
Dennis and his team did not see/
refused to see any negativity, more,
pure optimism that the job can be
achieved, will be completed and will
be ready in late August for a smooth
recommencement of foodservice
allowing recommencement of classes
immediately thereafter given student
returns to the Uni-Tech Campus.

and whilst the temporary messing
facility is smaller than the original,
the facility is more than adequate for
the task and people are overly happy
and very much settled back into their
academic routines.

Thank you for your time and your

Cheers,

Paul Lloyd and Luke Goa
Lae Uni-Tech Managers
iPi Catering

The iPi Catering team at the Uni-Tech is
pulling out all stops and each and every
time one visits the Campus one cannot
help but notice the smiling faces of
our professional caterers. They too are
now back to doing what they do best;
this delivering the polished foodservice
needs for the resident student
population on Campus.
What an amazing outcome. What
a wonderful achievement for the
iPi Group. Terrific it is too that the
Uni-Tech can comfortably boast
that not only have they a dedicated
and very professional caterer on site
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iPi Group

Our refreshed Web Site
To our readers across the iPi Group,
Many of you have commented in the past on the
professionalism and shine of our TV Commercials aired on
EMTV in the evenings and yes indeed, we are very pleased
with the quality and production of the same. We enjoy
much external and highly positive feedback on the TV
Commercials and that offers us a great deal of pride.
Not stopping there though, we receive very much the same
from those to whom visit our Web Site.

...As PNG continues to progress in
the modern economy, we in the iPi
Group strive to lead, to be the first to
innovate, to be the first to consider
and implement plans to progress to be
proactive, to strengthen our positions.
A small part of this, a small step in our
journey, is to recognise the marketplace
we are in is not all English based, that
some of the people we deal with for
example in the mining industry, have a
Chinese background, and that some of
the people we deal with, for example
in the Oil industry, have a French
background! So that those who may
wish to access information about us
can do so in their own native language,
we have translated the entirety of our

However and like our TV Commercials, we are always
looking at ways of refreshing and reinventing our Web Site;
this not only to keep up the high standard but to equally
and importantly to inform our readers.
Accordingly and in the background, we have just gone a
step further...and this is the announcement made recently
by our CEO.

website into both Chinese and French!!!
Take a look:

http://www.ipigroup.com.pg/french/

http://www.ipigroup.com.pg/
chinese/
Have a great day everyone!!!
Regards ... Scott
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iPi Catering

PNG University
of Technology –
Independence Day
Dear all,
Setting aside all the brilliant work done in recent months
by our Uni-Tech Catering Team in Lae on their building and
construction prowess, I am pleased to tell everyone in the
iPi Group how proud we are of the service delivery for this
year’s PNG Independence Day celebrations.
Yes, much preparation was applied to the Uni-Tech
Independence Day Menu with the final cooking process
nothing less than ‘a breeze’. Come service time, we were
greeted with many happy and smiling faces – the students
overly delighted with the meal and many compliments flowed.
We are of course extremely comfortable in delivering large
numbers of dinner plates to the resident students of the
Uni-Tech but having a special occasion always makes the
effort all that much work more satisfying. The foodservice
was exceptional and our Catering Team did a splendid job.
Dressing up for the occasion also makes for a happy day
and I have often wondered just how do are staff fit in all the
preparation, cooking and dining room decoration and still
manage to ‘deck’ themselves out with wonderfully colourful
traditional fashion statements? Where do they get the time?
Still, no point pondering that too long as it happens
regardless – so too a brilliant meal and a wonderful evening
enjoyed by all on Campus.
My thanks to our people who just delight in occasions
such as our Independence Day. We are most proud of
their professionalism and their efforts and all to make sure
our customers enjoy the occasion carrying out with them
wonderful memories of their time at the Uni-Tech.
We trust that others across the iPi Group had an equally happy Independence Day.
Catch you all later...

Paul, Luke and the entire Uni-Tech Catering Team.
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iPi Transport

HBS ‘Partners in Progress’
Readers, g’day,
As you may know for many years
iPi Transport has been a leader in
transporting dangerous goods as well
as general cargo along the Highlands
Highway including far reaching places
such as the likes of Porgera, Tari,
Hides and across to Madang, but now
iPi Transport has ventured into a new
era with HBS ‘Partners in Progress’....
Let us explain…
HBS – ‘Partners in Progress’ is a
market leading plant and machinery
specialist supplying Heavy Equipment
throughout PNG and currently in
Lae they have some 200 staff who
need to be safely transported from
their homes and villages to HBS at
10 Mile and back again…this is where
iPi Transport steps in.

With the dedication of iPi Transport
Management over the past few
months, iPi Transport has been
Awarded a highly prized contract
(through a tender process) to supply
HBS with six (6) newly appointed
coaster busses all decked out with
mod cons; air-conditioning, radios,

Now that’s just the buses. Our
Project with HBS also included the
recruitment of ten (10) professional
bus drivers. Simply recruiting is not
enough; the task is not complete.
Post recruitment our new drivers
were put through many tests and
assessments on their ability to be
able to safely and professionally
negotiate the hectic streets of Lae
whilst carrying passengers. Our
Driver Training Department worked

GPS tracking with inbuilt cameras
and most importantly seat belts.
Seat belts and cameras you ask? iPi
and HBS with their stringent safety
policies have always been concerned
for the wellbeing of all employees
and of course, riding in an open back
of a truck or ute not fully restrained
is a recipe for disaster so all six
buses have lap sash seatbelts fitted

The Buses at HBS ready for pick-up

as well as being monitored 24/7;
the latter with forward facing and
in-cab cameras which offers HBS
employees absolute security whilst
en-route. One can never be too safe.
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The new iPi Transport Bus Fleet

The Buses collecting HBS employees
ready to go home
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Our new drivers
were put through
many tests and
assessments on
their ability to be
able to safely and
professionally
negotiate the hectic
streets of Lae whilst
carrying passengers.

alongside our new drivers and this

along with the green HBS logo. The

included many days of driving around

fleet definitely has an eye catching

learning (all) the new HBS determined

aura about them and has generated

bus routes as well as classroom

quite the comment in and around the

based exercises on professional

city of Lae.

conduct with our Client and the
HBS employees.

On behalf of the iPi Transport

The acquisition of the new fleet

congratulations to all who worked

along with the driver recruitment and

tirelessly in getting this project up

training was completed at the end of

and ‘driving’ and of course, if any

the third quarter. It was a terrific turn

other PNG organisation reading this

out of our staff to see the six (6) new

article would like a professional and

buses arrive at HBS to commence the

dedicated bus service allocated for

first official run – pick up and drop off

their staff travels to and from work,

of HBS staff and allow me say that

please contact iPi Transport in Lae.

seeing the six iPi Transport buses

We are here to help and assist.

travelling in a convoy towards Lae
is definitely a sight worthy of note;
this with the iPi Group blue and white
wave down the side of the busses

Driver Training Team I pass on our

Dean Shenholds
Driver Compliance Manager
iPi Transport – Lae
Dean.Shenholds@iPiGroup.com.pg

Dean with our new HBS Bus Driver team
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iPi Catering

Supporting Porgera
Women in Business
To all at iPi,
We would like to introduce the Porgera
Women in Business Group to each and
all in the iPi Group of Companies.
Certainly each and every member
of our Catering family located up
in Porgera are highly aware of
the level of local support we have
demonstrated and over many years
this remains something iPi Catering
is rather proud of. The opportunity of
buying, purchasing and or procuring
quality stock items in and around the
Porgera valley is paramount to us.
There has been a number of strong
links to especially local vegetable
supplies with a number of local
growers and whilst we have enjoyed
many successful partnerships, some
sadly have faded and for a number
of genuine reasons however, we are
about to embark on a highly proactive
partnership with the Porgera Women
in Business Group. This we genuinely
believe will be a long term highly
sustainable arrangement.
We welcome the Porgera Women
in Business Group into the

to be their springboard for bigger
and better things to come. Full and
total supply will not happen overnight
however a gradual build-up of quality
products by both variety and volume
can and will happen. We will support
the venture fully and work alongside
the vegetable supply team. The
Porgera Women in Business Group
has coordinated neighboring clans and
seed funded growth and production.
iPi Catering has outlined projected
volumes and overall quantities across
all vegetable types required and will
continue to work side by side in the
gradual and planned expansion. Of
course, the delivery of quality products
are key to a successful marriage and
the joint sharing of information is
critical. Pleasing it is to note that both
iPi Catering and the Porgera Women
in Business are delighted with this
refreshed local supply arrangement
with both parties seeking absolute
successful outcomes. This is a long
term plan and our forecasts are
over not just the next 12 months
but more, the next 4 to 5 years and

Daniel Clark, Porgera Catering Manager
inspecting the newly received vegies from
Elizabeth Iarume, the President of Porgera
Women in Business Group.

then, more some. We believe that are
great synergies in the newly formed

iPi Catering fold...

partnership and we are on the cusp

the partnership and support; this as

of a most successful and sustainable

a great help to the local business

Our vision and charter is to fully

business arrangement. At present we

groups and the youths through

support the Porgera Women in

are buying their local produce twice

this partnership. Increased local

Business Group and this for them to

weekly. All is running smoothly.

production is followed by improved

openly develop as our preferred local
fresh vegetable supplier. We wish that
the iPi Catering operation in Porgera
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Elizabeth Iarume, the President of
the Porgera Women in Business and
Leah Kale thanked iPi Catering for

food security and long-term economic
growth. Elizabeth and Leah are
committed to spread the community
involvement across a number of
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Daniel Clark, Joe Nikents, Elu Were and Unni Meetinay.

iPi Catering

Porgera – farewell
Joe Nikents
Dear Readers,
For those of us who have worked in Porgera over the many successful
and rewarding years, we have always enjoyed a sound and professional
working relationship with a gentleman who goes by the name of Joe
Nikents. Joe commenced his career with the Porgera Joint Venture
Supply Team and then moved across to the PJV Administration Group.

iPi Catering and
the Porgera Women
in Business are
delighted with this
refreshed local supply
arrangement.

It was in Joe’s latter role that iPi Catering had a daily interface with him
and at all times, Joe represented the Porgera Joint Venture with maturity,
understanding and enthusiasm.
Joe for personal reasons has chosen to move on and his resignation
from the PJV prompted our Catering Team in Porgera to send him the
following message...
“ALUMINIDI ANDAPAKALE”...
In local Ipili dialect that means “farewell and see you again.

groups aiming to both maintain and
sustain the Project.
Good luck Elizabeth – Leah, iPi
Catering is right behind you.

Unni Meetinay –
Mark Buckland
Project Managers

On behalf of the iPi Catering Team in Porgera, Joe, we wish you well in
your future endeavours and thank you for your work at the Porgera Joint
Venture; we have appreciated highly working alongside you over the many
many years. Good luck and all the very best.

Unni Meetinay, Mark Buckland and
the iPi Catering Team - Porgera.

iPi Catering - Porgera
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Good news stories...
tion
always a welcome invita
Hello all,
suggest to the readers of the
to
y
nit
rtu
po
op
ct
rfe
pe
r
The Editor here...anothe
er, your written
all stories and as a remind
me
lco
we
ly
rm
wa
we
t
tha
‘insider’
a range of topics.
thoughts can indeed cover

t editions that we
You will have noticed in pas
rkplace happenings,
have articles written on wo
s on Projects
new Contract Awards, update
tors and what makes
across all our business sec
resting are your good
the reading all the more inte
gs you share with
news stories; the sorts of thin
events outside
us which involve activities and
your broadcast
of work hours. Recall, this is
you to send out a
medium and we encourage
ider’.
message or two via the ‘ins
motivational
We love hearing about quality
of training activities,
type stuff such as the likes
educational news,
safety messages and ideas,
d or participated
conferences you have attende
rove business
in, thoughts which would imp
lessons learnt by
practices and perhaps even
past mistakes?
the limit relating to
You can see that the sky is
certainly embrace
suggested topics so yep, we
involvement in our
your personal and individual
newsletter.
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very important
Don’t forget that photos are
not the best of
too and whilst some of us are
as the files are of
photographers, just so long
ocus, we can play
quality and the shots are in-f
accordingly so, no
around with them and adjust
harboured and like
embarrassment needs to be
the Nike logo...’just do it’.
, I do look forward to
I’ll leave it with you folks but
the news team.
passing on your articles to
start writing then!!!
All good you think...? Great,
Good luck.
...the Editor
m.pg
C/O Peter.Long@iPiGroup.co
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Tolukuma Gold Mine Independence Day
Hi Readers,
I have attached a few snapshots of
our TGM Independence Day Dinner
and what an event it was!!! I hope
you enjoy our story as much as we
enjoyed delivering the function.
Yes, we had a theme for the
celebration – out of the jungle and
into Port Moresby. Lots of stories
were shared whilst we prepared
the special dinner; this to celebrate
our 41st Independence Day and we
shared our thoughts with the rest
of the people of Papua New Guinea.
Further and something you may not
be aware of, the history of the Goilala
District is in its 111th year since the
first missionaries arrived here in the
district specifically at Fane and then

Following that formality our local iPi

future building of Tolukuma Gold

Catering sponsored football team all

Mine and the further development

came down to the messing facility

across the Auga Delava Valley.

and helped our staff to bring the

Given the new road vital government

dining room into our jungle theme.

services will be delivered to the area

Our dedicated and highly enthusiastic

such as schools, heath care and

catering and cleaning staff did a great

other benefits well into the future.

job on the day all looked very smart

Kelly genuinely wants to encourage

in their bright T Shirts and Caps

everyone to cultivate their land with

- the dining room decoration and

this ideal looking at supplying Port

presentation was a great hit with our

Moresby with fresh produce and not

many guests.

to rely so heavily on the mine benefits

Near the end of the dinner the iPi
Catering staff led the dining room
guests in singing the National
Anthem and then proudly quoted

and royalties. Kelly certainly is striving
at delivering a message of selfreliance and self-sufficiency for future
generations to come.

the National Pledge of Papua New

Following Kelly’s speech, lots of

Guinea. Everyone had a fantastic

applause was heard and many thanks

night... all very Ama Mas!!!

passed around for a most successful
Independence Day celebration.

of course we talked of the new road

Finally time came to cut the cake…the

linking Tolukuma to Fane then onto

TGM General Manager Kelly Mende

Port Moresby and all this by Christmas

had the honour of doing so and then

perhaps. How things change?

Kelly delivered made a wonderful

Many thanks and we’ll send through

speech. Kelly said that this year the

more news from TGM soon.

We commenced our day with the
local Immaculate Rosary Mothers of
Tolukuma bringing in an assortment
of beautiful flowers (and these for the
dining room tables) then a few prayers
and hymns. Then we had the official
Flag raising and all this was done up at
the central TGM Admin area.

Tolukuma Gold Mine had embarked
on the new road project which is
indeed a National Project. Kelly said
that he wants to encourage each and

iPi Catering up at TGM has once again
delivered a very memorable day.

Fabian Mamare
iPi Catering
Tolukuma Gold Mine Project

every one within the Mine area and
the Auga Delava Valley to join hands
and see the road through. This is a
major development catalyst in the
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The partnership
we enjoy with
Origin Energy
is both trusted
and open.

pleasure – equally too is maintaining
Origin’s equipment at both our 10 Mile
facility and in Hagen.
Our staff were unquestionably
delighted when the new bulk tanker
rolled into Lae, it was like being at the

iPi Transport

Our partner, Origin Energy
To the readers of the ‘insider’,
Every now and again we proudly take
delivery of new gear – new equipment
and in the main and as one would
imagine, the new equipment belongs
to iPi Transport. All this gear is setup
for our Clients workloads and away
we perform; this performance via
bulk loads of much need fuel either
into our Clients depots are directly
through and into alternate customers
on behalf of our Clients.
Our long term and highly valued
partnership with Origin Energy is
slightly different as it is Origin’s
bulk tankers that we use, look after,
maintain and coordinate; this to deliver
the said bulk gas haulage services
directly into the Origin Energy Depots.
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Very recently Origin Energy had
delivered to our Lae 10 Mile Depot
a brand new bulk gas tanker. It was
commissioned and constructed in
Australia and shipped into Papua
New Guinea for immediate use along
the Highlands Highway. Proudly we
have taken custodianship of the bulk
tanker and post all pre-trip checks it
was immediately put into our fleet,
put into work.
The work we do for Origin Energy
is something iPi Transport is
most proud of; each and every
Origin Manager we deal with
represents Origin with the utmost
professionalism. The partnership
we enjoy with Origin Energy is both
trusted and open. Undertaking
Origin’s bulk gas haulage needs is a

hospital welcoming a new borne into
the iPi family, many photos taken,
great care in the unloading process
and then of course, a briefing with our
select group of Highway drivers who
look after the Origin gas deliveries.
Yep, it didn’t take long before the new
bulk tanker was sitting alongside
Origin’s other gear at 10 Mile ready
for loading, a tow up the Highlands
Highway and it’s first official
discharge into Mount Hagen.
This really is a fine piece of gear
and will be highly protected and
maintained. Many thanks Origin and
congratulations on the additional
bulk tanker.

Greg Langley
GM – PNG Freight Services
iPi Transport
Greg.Langley@iPiGroup.com.pg
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Sponsorship
at its best –
the outcome
Readers,
Some hot news just come though
and we thought you would like to know the postscript – the outcome.
You may recall this article in our last edition of the ‘insider’?
It will not come as a surprise to you but yes, we receive during the course of any
year, literally hundreds of calls, emails, letters, personal requests and the like
for support and this by way of sponsorship. Likewise, the sponsorship requests
come from Churches, sporting groups, community groups, schools, other
business houses, suppliers, Clients and the list does tend to go on. The iPi Group
is proud of its many years of community support and especially, the many things
which we quietly do in and around the Porgera community.
Having said this, we do endeavour to spread as much of our corporate
sponsorship Kina across all the communities where we have a footprint of
business. This year and to highlight perhaps one more, we were approached
by Mr Geua Iru of Marsh Limited – we have known Geua for many years and
his personal participation and involvement with unemployed youth has been
something we admire so, to further support his efforts we thought best to add to
what he was trying to achieve.
Geua outlined the background...I am writing to you seeking your assistance for
sponsorship of our Rugby League Club competing in the 2016 Rugby League
Competition at our village (Lealea) outside Port Moresby. The Club consists of
three (3) grades; Under 20s, Reserve Grade and A Grade and comprised mainly
of unemployed Youths from the village.
I am President of the Club, and am kindly seeking assistance from iPi to sponsor
a set of Uniforms for our A Grade Team. We will also be more than happy to see
you at our games throughout the season – this year should be good and I know
that our village will be extremely happy to have the iPi Group’s support.
Yours...Geua
Knowing the great outcomes that can be generated through a simple gesture
of the supply of uniforms we jumped at the opportunity of assistance. We
also wish Geua and his Team/s all the very best for the year. I am sure you will
like the photos – yep, the team all resplendent in their new kit.

Well, here is the follow up from Geua
and our hearty congratulations to all !!!
Hi Scott and Peter,
Hope you are well.
Our Under 21 and A-Reserve Grade
teams proudly sponsored by
iPi Group made it to the finals in
our village rugby competition. The
grand final was held last weekend,
unfortunately our teams were
defeated by the opposing teams.
Nevertheless, it was a very good
year for us, and this was largely
made possible by the sponsorship
of iPi Group. I wish to thank you
both on behalf of our Club for your
sponsorship. Please find attached
our Certificate of Appreciation as
a way of saying Thank You for
your assistance and support this
year. We will also be arranging an
autographed jersey which will be
presented to iPi Group in due course
as our token of appreciation.
To cap the wonderful year off, we
intend to host a Club presentation
to acknowledge the teams and
players who played for the Club
in the men’s Rugby and women’s
Netball competitions this year.
Your assistance is always highly
appreciated.
Thank you once again for the
support this year.
Regards,

Geua Iru

...The iPi Group proudly supporting the people of Lealea
Geua Iru | Principal –
Risk Management | Marsh Ltd
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iPi Catering

Puma Energy - Napa Napa
Independence Day
To all the readers of the ‘insider’,
We know there will always be an internal competitive edge
when it comes to our PNG Independence Day celebrations
each and every year; this where each Catering Project pits
itself up against one another and in the main, all this over
the magnificent dinner spreads, dining hall decorations
and presentations along with the festivities attached to the
celebration itself.

One often wonders whether we were
supposed to have as much fun as our
customers so perhaps one shouldn’t
ask the question...but on occasions
such as PNG Independence day,
well, we share the festivities with the
The iPi Catering team at Napa Napa
this year has certainly shone – a

There were lots of speeches, lots

magnificent effort by each and every

of thank you’s, lots of hand shaking

person. We have included a few

and when the National Anthem was

photos that we’d like to share with the

sung, I noticed lots of tears being

readers of the ‘insider’ and yes, you

shed. Indeed, we enjoyed a very

will notice that we went all out – there

moving day and we hope that all

was a beautiful spread of food but

other Project sites had as much joy

inclusive in all this, we put together

and satisfaction in and with their

‘the band’, cameras were everywhere

celebrations.

taking wonderful and memorable
photos of the
occasion, we
bought in the
dance groups,
the sing-sing
group and then
had everyone
up and jiving.
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people we so proudly serve.

To our valued Puma Energy staff, so
glad you all delighted in the event...
looking forward to next year already.

Callum McKinnon
Project Manager – Napa Napa
iPi Catering
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Porgera Independence Day
Readers of the ‘insider’...
Interestingly enough, we tend to be
a Grand Masters at producing a very
memorable PNG Independence Day
dinner but hot on our heels each year

visitor enjoying the delights of the one
day of the year where the people of
PNG we can be truly who they are and
openly express the same by way of
food choice, music and dance.

are our brothers and sisters across

Indeed, the dinner buffet spread

all our other Catering Project sites

we presented was wonderful and

but this year, we are hoping for yet

we trust the photos sent through

another win perhaps; all this judged

accurately portray the colour and

by our peers.

the texture – just a pity we couldn’t

Seriously, just as our other sites and
teams take great pride in preparing,
cooking and serving a beautiful meal
especially in celebration of our day,
we too do exactly the same. Much
time goes into the planning of the
occasion and it is a day we all extend
ourselves showcasing our prowess

send through the associated flavours,
aromas and scents!!! We were flooded
with compliments and this too was
very special. Receiving notes of
thanks were graciously accepted
and we have passed these through
to every member of the iPi Catering
team on both sites.

and professionalism. There is a

Yes, this is the day we present with

vast amount of satisfaction taken

great pride and with great delight –

in seeing the faces of the people

proud we are to be part of Papua New

we serve enter the mess and their

Guinea and proud we are to serve the

reactions, their smiles, hearing their

good and decent folks of the Porgera

comments and basking in their

Joint Venture.

laughter and good cheer.

Happy Independence Day to

It is an evening where everyone seems

everyone...we trust you enjoyed a

totally relaxed and all who dine at

terrific day of celebration too.

Suyan or in the Alipis mess seem
laid-back, calm but very proud to be
either Papua New Guinean or a special

Happy
Independence
Day to everyone...
we trust you
enjoyed a
terrific day of
celebration too.

From all the iPi Catering
staff - Porgera
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Hi everyone,
As many of you in the iPi family both work and reside
well outside Porgera, I wanted to let you all see
the progress we are making on the Hari Hardware
extensions up here. There has been much planning
gone into the building and construction and thus far we
are very happy with the progress being made. Yes, we
do have occasional interruptions such as the likes of
our computer links going down/dropping out, the odd
tribal flight which spills over our way, rain delays and
then weekends where people take time off but all is
tracking along swimmingly.
As you can see we are building additional Office space
and Hardware storage areas. Both opportunities will
allow us better facilities to work within and more space
for badly needed stock enhancement. Over the years
Hari Hardware has been a mainstay of steady income
for the iPi Group and again we see further development
of the Hardware store as being essential for our long
term growth and more importantly, we are located in
the heart of Porgera – right in the Station, front and
centre for all buying needs.
We’ll send through more photos as the building comes
closer to being finished. Thank you for sharing our story
in the ‘insider’ magazine.
Hope to see you all up here at Porgera spending your
money at Hari Hardware !!!

Yawane
Manager
Hari Hardware - Porgera
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Over the years Hari Hardware
has been a mainstay of steady
income for the iPi Group
and again we see further
development of the Hardware
store as being essential for
our long term growth.
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Our service
pledge

I see the dedication of our people
and their inbuilt drive to ensure that
the every meal we serve is to be the
best. Regardless of whether I am up
in the Highlands, in and around Port
Moresby, in Lae or working from our

To the ‘insider’ readers,

warehousing complexes, the same

I hold a very unique and privileged

work smart, deliver outstanding food,

position with iPi Catering and this as

smile at all times, be polite, present

the Operations Manager. When I say

personally in a polished manner and

‘privileged’ I mean that as part of my

take pride in everything we touch.

role I have a daily interface with each
and every site, I have the opportunity
to speak openly with not only our
dedicated Senior Management but
our highly enthusiastic staff at and
across all levels of the organisation.
I am forever in awe of the combined
and collective loyalty, energy,
commitment and professionalism

theme is evidenced – work hard,

iPi Catering produces a vast number
of meals each and every day and
every Project has an extraordinary
variance in Menu format (and
detail/complexity) however the
common theme all the way through
is regardless of whether a modest
breakfast is being served or a high

of our staff.

end function with an unlimited budget

It is not often one has the opportunity

same with both enthusiasm and flare.

to openly acknowledge the good

I find it most pleasing/comforting

deeds and the fine work our people do

to see our staff in full flight – we

each day so I thought that using the

have amazing talent in amongst

medium of the ‘insider’ I could pass

of brigades and a brilliant suite of

on my genuine thanks for the “jobs

qualifications and experience to boot.

well done”. Further, I am encouraging
the continuity of the same for many

presented, our people attack the

Yes, it is indeed a ‘privilege’ to work

Happy too having that same level
of support across all sectors of the
organisation; this from our Supply
professionals, our Human Resources
Department, our Accounting
Team and our warehousing staff.
Of course, like iPi Catering I hold
high expectations and with such,
achievements register.
Can I also pass on my many thanks
to all the volunteers who donated
their time and expertise to the recent
rebuilding of the Uni-Tech Messing

years to come.

alongside people who hold the same

For anyone who has enjoyed the

cannot help but offer advice, guidance

good fortune of working within the

and direction to those in amongst us

hospitality industry they know clearly

who demonstrate that commitment

and fully understand the pressures

to succeed. Sure, we have a few

on time, the art of dealing positively

‘passengers’ who do tend to coast

with customers/guests/client

along but in the main our key and lead

representatives (and the like) along

teams intuitively go out of their way to

with the deep and overriding concern

offer absolute customer satisfaction.

our Project sites – this says it all.

I am delighted to coordinate the

Dennis Sparks

regarding the delivery of quality food
and value for money. It is a blend and
mix which always has one on edge –
always is at the forefront of one’s mind.

values and high expectations. I

foodservice responsibilities for

Facility. It was my pleasure to have led
the onsite team in that construction
process – again it displays and
underpins that level of dedication iPi
Catering is so renowned for. As for
our catering initiatives, well, one only
has to see the results of the recent
Independence Day celebrations across

Operations Manager

iPi Catering given the grassroots

iPi Catering

support from our Project teams.

Dennis.Sparks@iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Transport fleet delivering fuel into the Ramu-Nico Kurimbukari Mine

iPi Transport

Madang Ramu Nico Fuel & BAT haulage
Hi All,
There are times when we tend to
think all things iPi Transport as being
ex Lae and ex Mount Hagen so I
thought best to remind everyone of
our presence in the beautiful town
of Madang.

with light/escort vehicles. The fleet

Our Madang base, like all others we

looks after specifically two main iPi

run, is a 7 day per week operation

Transport Clients and these being:

staffed with dedicated operations

> Our Ramu-Nico fuel trucks
which supply the diesel needs
ex Madang into the Kurimbukari
Mine Site and
> Our British American Tobacco

Many of our readers may not be

fleet which takes care of all

aware that we have quite the fleet

Container loading and unloading

of gear based in Madang and this

along with deliveries ex Madang

consists of prime movers, step decks,

into various centres in PNG

rigid fuel trucks, a heavy fork lift along
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coordinators, admin staff, drivers and
workshop experts. To say the least
that they are kept busy is quite the
understatement. Over and above all
this are times where call outs occur
and this to undertake large volume
bunker work for Puma Energy and
assorted other smaller tasks involving
fork lift moves plus the occasional
Jet A1 top up at the Madang Airport.

ISSUE 27 THIRD QUARTER 2016

Our Madang base is important as a
business hub for iPi Transport. For
many years we have been diligently
and safely hauling the bulk fuel
needs of the Ramu-Nico Mine and
delighted we are to highlight that as
part of this highly prized work is our
long term partnership with KBK. We
look forward to many more years of
safe and timely fuel cartage into the
Ramu-Nico mine.
BAT responsibilities continue
unabated and our load calls remain
very steady. Unquestionably our
Madang base is becoming more
and more the epicentre of business
activity for iPi Transport and we are

delighted and our aim is to keep it

Thai Garlic
Lobster

that way. Indeed, the move across

500g lobster in the shell –

to Madang has proven to be a most

portioned

Using a mortar or blender pound

4-5 garlic cloves roughly chopped

or grind the coriander roots and

all very pleased with the delivery
outcomes. Our Clients are equally

positive move and Client feedback to
date has confirmed that.

15-20 coriander roots
I hope that this outline of our
Madang operations has offered
our readers a clearer picture of our

continue to grind roughly. Mix the

1½ tablespoons oyster sauce

iPi Transport

garlic into a rough paste.

10 black peppercorns

of the most beautiful townships

Highlands Manager

shell length ways and cross ways.

Add the peppercorns and

1 tablespoon light soy sauce

David McKenzie

Portion the lobster by splitting the

roughly chopped

business activities in singularly one
in Papua New Guinea.

Method

½ teaspoon sugar
3 tablespoons vegetable oil
Coriander leaves to garnish
1 long red chilli for garnish

light soy, oyster sauce and sugar
in a bowl.
Heat the oil in a wok or frying
pan and stir the coriander paste
for 1-2 minutes or until the garlic
starts to turn brown and fragrant.
Add the lobster and light soy
sauce then stir-fry for another
2-3 minutes until the lobster
is cooked.
Taste, adjust the seasoning
sprinkle with coriander and
chilli slices.
Serves 4
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PO Box 795 Lae, Morobe Province, PNG
Ph: (+675) 475 1400 Fax: (+675) 475 1417
E: iPiGroup@iPiGroup.com.pg
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